
Synopsis

The Ooparts exist. They are not a mystery based on blurred images, unclear recordings and
testimonies of various origins. The Ooparts are there available to anyone who wants to see
them, study them or analyze them. That is its great advantage and its major drawback. Due
to this they have become tha major headache the modern science is facing in its most dif-
ferent branches. This book seeks to raise the mystery of the ooparts. Therefore it describes
thoroughly dozens of these "impossible artefacts", analyzing their discovery, their meaning
and all the theories that stand around them, from those provided officially by science, to
those coming from the most heterodox circles. 

What was the use of the machine of Antikythera? What hides inside the sphere of Ukraine?
Who drew in the 15th century maps that could only be outlined from the air? Did old civili-
zations know electricity? Did dinosaurs coxist with humans? A book that is not intended to
provide answers, but only to outline the most fabulous questions. A work that opens the
eyes of its reader to a past that could have been very different from the one we were told.
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Related books

Biography

Marc-Pierre Dylan holds a Master's degree in History. He is a writer and
researcher, his chronicles and literary works have appeared in various jour-
nals and periodicals, he has as well participated in numerous art projects
in the field of the image. Ooparts is a manner of releasing his passion for
the topics that are halfway between mystery and history. 

Sales pitch

- It its the first book in Spanish which deals with this topic 
- The ooparts are the greatest mystery of Archaeology and Science. This is the first and only
book dedicated to these impossible artefacts. 
- The work includes a complete list of the different types of Ooparts. 
- It presents, in a rigorous and impartial way, possible explanations to the enigma of the Oo-
parts. 
- The work offers conclusions based on irrefutable evidence accepted by science.

Paleontological and archaeological mysteries that science is not
able to accept
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